June 24th, 2016

Dear Advent Families,

Week Three of Summer Camp! Here is what we’ve been up to:

Dramatic Play with Ms. Kallie:. This week we have been “rescuing and racing”! We have played humpty dumpty, go dog
go!, the very hungry caterpillar and the tortoise and the hare!
Language Arts with Ms. Kylee: This week we have been reading about “Splat the Cat”. We have been working on our
fine motor skills while tearing paper to glue a collage of the letter “S”. We worked on writing and drawing in our
journals. We also did letter stamps. Finally, we did letter practice with finger paint and shaving cream on tables.
Math with Ms. Vicky: This week we have been doing lots of manipulatives and centers. We have also been doing
sequencing with “The Very Hungry Caterpillar” by Eric Carle. Finally, we are doing more counting with Dr. Seuss!

Science and Cooking with Ms. Danielle: In science we did color changes in a glass! We played “What smell is that?”
(guessing different smells). We also learned about what happens in the sun and made and played with snow!

Music and Movement with Ms. Morgan: We are stomping like dinos, skaking and stretching and skipping, lots of being
silly (shaking our sillies out and singing tooty-ta”, and going to “puppy school” (learning tricks while pretending to be
puppies”. We also did some yoga (sunshine, growing like seeds), played with different musical instruments and sounds,
and played Simon Says.
MoLab: Today we learned about Matter with MoLab. We talked about different states of matter and even made some
“matter” to take home!

I have lined up all of our special events for July:

July 6th- We will have a visit from Paul Miller, Advent Choir Director. Paul has a degree in performance as well as music
education from FSU. He will join us for some musical fun!
July 13th- Lemoyne Art will be here with some splatter paint fun while we channel our inner Jackson Pollock.
July 20th- The Humane Society will visit and educate us about animals as well as bring a few furry little guys along for the
ride.
July 27th- Warner Soccer will be here for some kickin’ fun!
Hope you all have a wonderful weekend!
Kristin

